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Excerpt from:  
Go Natura! Natura 2000 handbook for ecoschool and green kindergarten teachers

METHODOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES: SUGGESTIONS FOR FIELD 
AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
SÁNDOR NAGY

Research has confirmed long ago and over and over again, that experience and participation based learning taking 
place in a real world and natural setting is the most effective way to learn about sustainability. Not only will the 
student’s relationship to nature shift positively, but their results will improve in mathematics, natural and social 
sciences and even in the areas of entrepreneurial and social competences. All components of the competencies,: 
attitudes, behaviour and  the student’s approach to learning show positive changes.1 Unfortunately, surveys indicate 
that Hungarian schools have deficiencies in the area of outdoor learning (programs taking place outside the school 
and classroom setting).

In order to protect its living natural treasures, the European Union established the Natura 2000 program, which 
is obligatory for all member states. The program’s ecological and economical aspects are discussed in another 
brochure of this present series in details. Briefly, according to the geobotanical classification, Hungary belongs to the 
Pannonian Biogeographical Region, the area of which includes almost entirely the country’s territory. Therefore, on 
European level, Hungary is responsible for the protection of many Pannonian habitats and species. The Natura 2000 
areas cover approximately 21% of Hungary’s territory.

In Hungary 90% of protected areas are also Natura 2000 areas. National nature conservation principles promote 
conservation by designating particular areas as reserves, whereas Natura 2000 encourages value-preserving 
traditional management through the harmonization of social, economic, cultural and conservation goals. Natura 
2000 areas were designated to preserve special protection areas (SPAs) and special areas of conservation (SACs) in 
Europe and in Hungary, too. In Hungary there are 467 special areas of conservation and 55 special protection areas 
protecting 36 plant species, 91 bird species, and 105 other animal species as well as 46 habitats.2

The broadening of traditional (nature friendly) farming and management practices on Natura 2000 sites increased 
the responsibility of conservationists and farmers as well. On Natura 2000 areas farmers and owners may cultivate 
and use arable lands, pastures, grass lands and forests according to a special management plan /for more details see 
Government Decree No. 275/2004 (X.8.), or the present publication’s chapter on nature conservation/. Management 
here is not merely oriented to produce profit, rather, it also concerns the income from value conservation, and co-
habitation, coordination and sustainability. In our pedagogical work we must pay attention to transferring these 
principles and developing these competencies.

A NEW APPROACH IN THE INTEREST OF PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION

Natura 2000’s approach offers a new opportunity in environmental education as well. This approach puts an emphasis 
on sustainable use of nature conservation areas focusing on cohabitation, instead of the limited accessibility of these 
areas (for instance, prohibited access or access only with special permission, whether for excursions or camps) 
resulting difficulties in discovering them. We have known for decades that farming and nature conservation are not 
mutually limiting or even exclusive activities. On the contrary, in most cases they are each other’s allies. The national 

1 George Monbiot (2013): The problem with education: Children aren't feral enough. In: The Guardian 7/1. (http://www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2013/oct/07/education-children-not-feral-enough, last accessed 03.01.2016.)
2 For further data see: www.termeszetvedelem.hu
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parks had always managed their resources, and conservation biologists always visited and hiked forestry areas and 
arable lands.

It is known and accepted that nature conservation can be effective on areas in private hands. Regularly cultivated 
arable areas, meadows, pastures and forests producing an annual income, can also be Natura 2000 areas, since 
these areas may serve as feeding and resting grounds for tens of thousands of migratory birds. The eastern imperial 
eagle nests successfully in the tree rows of unploughed boundaries, hundreds of artificial nest boxes placed for the 
red-footed falcon coexist peacefully with sheep-herding. We have become used to the fact that we have to leave a 
protective zone around the nest of the great bustard and Montagu’s harriers, and so have the farmers. It is not merely 
an obligation to report these facts to the natural park responsible for the area, but rather an interest that directly 
benefits the farmers. We have realized long ago that we cannot halt great bustard’s population decline by extending 
natural conservation areas or attempting to artificial hatch nests that were accidentally knocked over during mowing. 
The only truly efficient solution emerged when we cooperated with the farmers: today the great bustard population, 
as well as the number of Montagu’s harrier and the red-footed falcon colonies are growing as a result of the assistance 
of farmers on non-protected areas. The approach is new, good and efficient, but the path is far from well-trodden.

It is our common responsibility that this new approach become the standard, widely known approach, and become 
clichés, as we say, for the entire population. It is our shared interest that cooperation and cohabitation be the two 
keywords in the nature conservation of the 21st century, as the activities and everyday actions pass judgment on our 
lifestyle.

Let us see how communal conservation and public education can mutually help one another. In the case of 
institutional education, is it sufficient to think in terms of good, feasible methods and activities? Certainly not, if this 
were true, then all public educational institutions in the country were green kindergartens and eco-schools, and the 
entire world would look up to us.

“Every school may become an eco-school, as long as it commits to validating these principles as best as it can in its daily 
functioning:
The entire process of teaching and education should make present, both in the school and outside it, the pedagogical 
principles of sustainability.
It should be present in the daily running of the school, in dining; it should build on cooperation with students, parents, 
local stakeholders.
The leadership should be committed.
Environmentally aware approach should be accepted by non-teaching staff as well.
Sustainability should not only be present in an ecological sense, but in its social aspects, too.”
Based on the call for applications for the Eco-school title 

Taking the UN resolutions and various international agreements into consideration - and because in the next decades 
we will face several major environmental issues - the Council of the European Union has requested from its member 
states to introduce measures ensuring that education serves sustainability. These tasks coincide with the expectations 
that Green Kindergartens and Eco-Schools face: the topic of sustainability should be present in learning materials; in 
order to ensure the environmentally conscious attitudes of teachers and non-pedagogical staff appropriate trainings 
should be provided; multi- and interdisciplinary cooperation amongst teachers is important, and cooperation with 
parents and local organizations must be supported.

The Fundamental Law of Hungary sets out the fundamental values in connection with the transition towards 
sustainability, and in Article Q it defines sustainable development as well. “Natural resources, in particular arable 
land, forests and water reserves, biodiversity, in particular native plant and animal species, as well as cultural assets 
shall form the common heritage of the nation; it shall be the obligation of the State and everyone to protect and maintain 
them, and to preserve them for future generations.” (Principles, Article P.)
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Environmental education is exciting both at national and international level, and it is an area of pedagogy that 
quickly adapts to new challenges. Environmental education in Hungary has a many decades long tradition including 
the over hundred year long experience of the Scout Movement, the camps and school environmental study groups 
that were supported by the government after it became a public administration field, then, after the changes in 
1990, the work of non-governmental organizations. In the course of these years environmental specialists, teachers 
and outdoor educators kept reforming, as the environment changes continuously as well, and the demands of both 
students and parents have become ever more varied. The literature on environmental education is extremely rich and 
diverse, but its progress and efficiency have not been in harmony with possibilities. Today educational institutions 
and the social norms, expectations and regulations influencing their functioning regard it as a matter of course 
that environmental education and the education for sustainability are just as much of a part of our daily lives as 
knowledge transfer about morals, lifestyle or science.

THE ROLE OF THE EDUCATOR

In environmental education the cooperation with the body who maintains the school is crucial, but it is even more 
important what this body’s expectation is towards the institution and its head. Whether the expectations include the 
principles above or at least references to them? Why is this important? Because it is of key importance how much 
emphasis is put on the long-term responsibility for “environmental harmony” amongst diverse expectations. It is of 
key importance whether the head of the institution gets involved in this manifold effort, whether he/she can be, or 
wants to be a “flag-bearer”? Does he/she pays attention to honour those who create, build or run sustainable future 
qualities? As the Natura 2000’s approach ‘preserving values by management’ and its relationships to economic life 
are important for both those who maintain and run an institution, inserting Natura 2000-themed modules into 
the school year would cause no conflict whatsoever. Quite the contrary: thanks to the prioritization instruments 
belonging to the new approach they shall be attractive elements of institutional life from the first year onwards.

During Natura 2000 activities and programs we must ensure experience-centred learning situations that are 
based on individual experience and participation. In this way we can practice behaviour that respects and preserves 
values. There are many methods to learn in natural settings, several of which is widespread now in kindergartens 
(games that aim to develop sensibilities 3, skills and cooperation up to nature observation that contributes to natural 
science competencies etc.) Environmental education will take many forms in the schools: starting with study groups, 
where students are given an opportunity to study natural phenomena, changes of the environment, or potential 
environmental damage, up to the investigation of complex problems and preparing proposals to resolve these. 
Naturally, playful activities will receive more of an emphasis amongst the youngest learners, i.e. kindergarteners 
and lower primary school pupils, while in the case of upper elementary school pupils and students in secondary 
institutions discovery and problem-resolution activities will dominate.

Our work shall be most efficient and most lasting if it is coupled with actions and activities, or - if possible - if 
our kindergarteners and school-age children actively take up environmental work. During surveying species, bird 
and bat ringings, minor research job, plant species identification and field observation surprised and smiling faces 
prove wide range of emotions. These activities provide cherished experiences that last a lifetime. Consciously and 
regularly creating situations which make such experiences possible can simultaneously be an educational goal and 
tool. Participants will have had their emotional relation to nature transformed for a lifetime. The atmosphere of the 

3 The goal of games that develop sensibilities is the development of empathy, rasining interest that provides the basis for successful learning. 
Normally the participants display a positive, interested and supportive attitude towards the theme, meanwhile learn to recognize their own 
and their companions' limits and boundaries. Ideally, they acquire tools for tactful yet unambiguous communication, and improve their 
readiness to cooperate, their ability to recognize their own and other's interests and to pursue these interests, as well as to resolve conflicts. 
These games are most often used as warm-up or finishing activities (note written by Ágnes Halácsy). Literature: Rita Adorján (1998): Magonc 
- természetismereti játékok az erdőben. Mecsek Erdészeti Rt., Pécs., Joseph Cornell (1998): Kézenfogva a gyerekekkel a természetben. Magyar 
Környezeti Nevelési Egyesület, Budapest, Fák világa (2001), Erdei Iskola Alapítvány, Szentendre
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created situation determines – particularly in the course of the activity – the expected emotional attitudes, i.e. the 
emotions themselves.

AN EXAMPLE FROM THE PRACTICE OF DOMBÓVÁR BELVÁROSI PRIMARY SCHOOL AND BASIC LEVEL 
ART SCHOOL, ETERNAL ECO-SCHOOL
“Each year in March we participate - particularly with our youngest students - in the “ frog rescue” in Sikonda. The 
majority of the pupils seem curious, but not enthused as they prepare for the evening activity. There are pupils who swear 
that “they will not touch a single frog”, but joins his/her school friends out of curiosity and interest so characteristic of 
small children. Then, once they see the determined motions of the teacher, and the frank interest, the atmosphere of 
anticipation, and the joy of those who have participated in previous years - his/her mood changes in 10-15 minutes. 
Not a single hour is needed, and there are more hands to rescue frogs, than frogs to rescue. If the teacher - as his/
her profession requires - takes on the duty to inspire, the students will follow his/her lead. Habits and actions seen, 
experienced and mimicked will be signposts of the productivity of our work. The tale and reality consciousness of pupils 
is already differentiated, their openness and their curiosity is unbounded. Our pedagogical work must be based on these 
sensibilities. We must strive to keep this openness intensive. The propelling force here is identification (mimicking, self-
identification, reliving a situation and following examples) and social learning (following the example provided by the 
teacher and the community, but with individual actions for the rescue of living nature).

Environmental education itself is the attitude, values, respect to nature and environmental awareness of adults 
working with the children, because the environmental educator is a role model. This person can be the educator, the 
ornithologist, the specialist working in the National Park, or the farmer. Thus it is of great significance who takes on 
the role of the “behaviour model”, or whom we entrust to serve as specialist.

WHY IS NATURA 2000 GOOD FOR KINDERGARTENS AND SCHOOLS?

Nature conservation in the spirit of Natura 2000 does not restrict either the adults or the children, it does not prohibit 
them access to conserved values, and makes no secrets. It makes these values public in an everyday fashion. It teaches 
that conservation is possible through informing and introducing, and it is feasible even if there are economic activities 
going on Cohabitation is not a question of compromise, but our well-understood interest: our future is namely the 
pledge of the Earth’s diversity. The presence of great bustards, white-tailed eagles, European ground squirrels, 
Hungarian crocus, and lesser mole-rats is a proof to the cooperative ability and the resourcefulness of humans. 
The Natura 2000 system reinforces national pride, and provides European confidence. The motivation provided by 
natural environments constitutes an important competence element for our students. Building on this, they will 
be able to make good decisions as adults. Last but not least people encounter the concept and the logo ever more 
frequently: our students can transfer Natura 2000 values and knowledge to anyone, in particular to their families.

SUGGESTIONS, IDEAS TO START, FOR THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL REALIZATION

An institution or the pedagogical community of an entire settlement may put together its Natura 2000 program in a 
few weeks with the help of this document and drawing on their knowledge of the locality. This pedagogical program 
can serve as a supplement to the green-kindergarten/eco-school working plan, and can be further divided by teachers 
to tasks for each age, and within in for each season (fall, winter, spring). Their traditional programs and modules can 
be supplemented with a Natura 2000 content.
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The most efficient way of introducing Natura 2000 materials is an institution-led in-house training. Staff and 
equipment provisions, as well as the institutional leadership’s and colleagues’ opinions, attitudes and entrepreneurial 
spirit must be set in advance. The program plans made for all groups or for each year must be refined over the coming 
years, just as all other documents of the institution. The institutions may furthermore put together their own criteria, 
such as methods and tools as well. Pedagogical experience and practice will ensure success.

Are Nature 2000 programs best realized in a classroom or outside the classroom? 
When?

 • In part of study groups and classes – in accordance with the requirements listed in National Core Programme 
for Kindergarten Education and National Core Curriculum – we should include Natura 2000 species, but we can 
also add Natura 2000 species to classes where the material does not explicitly mention them. For instance, when 
introducing the common water frog fire-bellied toads can be mentioned as well. A characteristic Great Plain (Alföld) 
scenery may include a picture of the common crane. When discussing our national parks, species and habitats 
of community interest living there, as well as designated Natura 2000 areas can be introduced. When discussing 
habitats, students may present a couple species characteristic of a habitat of community interest (regardless whether 
these species are protected or not: the emphasis rests on the habitat). History and geography classes may mention 
the economic and habitat-maintaining role of breaking up and preserving pastures, crop rotation, traditional 
farming practices, and nomadic and semi-nomadic livestock practices. We may dedicate a separate activity 
(classroom activity, a subject lesson, or a theme day4, project5, or an epoch6) to the conservation of nature, and 
in this framework, for the value conservation propagated by Natura 2000. Separate modules (for instance, in the 
framework of a history or geography lessons) may be required for present-day land use, where Natura 2000 land use 
may prove to be a fascinating addition. Let us consider the environmentally friendly grassland management with 
the help of the publication of BirdLife Hungary! When introducing European regions, we should also discuss their 
characteristics species of community interest (for instance, edelweiss is considered to be a species characteristic 
of many Alpine countries)! In information science lesson let us assign a Natura 2000 task as well! In foreign 
language classes we can make use of several online games (if the classroom is appropriately equipped), or assign 
these for homework. For learners of German we suggest: http://91.121.29.153/videos/UFE06_NAT_D_000003.
html, for learners of English: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/toolkit/comtools/goodexamples/documents/
dunes.pdf, for learners of French: http://www.aprondurhone.fr/ and http://www.rhin-vivant.com/html/fr_flash/
jeu.htm. Online games created by conservation groups of ethnic Hungarian communities abroad can also be very 
interesting.

4 The meaning of theme-day or theme-week is self-evident. On a given day (or week) all members of an institution (or at least all members 
of particular age groups) will be assigned the same theme. Despite the enormous difference between theme day and a theme week that may 
fill an entire week with regards to their character, atmosphere, or particularly, organization, these do coincide in that they are both planned 
ahead of time as part of the educational and pedagogical program. In a school pedagogical program one or more themes (projects) are 
approached in a different way, in the most complex format possible.
 Theme day and theme week provide participating children with the experience of success and cheers them up. (Note written by Ágnes 
Halácsy. Download: http:// mkne.hu/iskzold_irasok/temanap.pdf, last accessed with regards to all downloads 01.04.2015.).
5 The term project is normally used in a narrower sense in pedagogy than in colloquial language. By this term we mean those organizational 
forms of learning, during which the students (1) by cooperation and with a common purpose, (2) out of inner motivation, (3) normally 
focusing on some issue of practical nature our of everyday life (4) work together in order to bring forth a common outcome or product 
(Download: http://tanmester.tanarkepzo.hu/projektpedagogia). Its important criterion is that it is planned, complex, and that in the course 
of organization and realization cooperation unfolds amongst teachers and students. (Note written by Ágnes Halácsy)
6 The term epoch has a Greek origin, its meaning:,era, age, period. The pedagogical meaning of epochal approach is that a given theme (for 
instance, the theme of light that appears in chemistry, physics, biology and art as well) is discussed within an epoch, in a clustered format, 
rather than it be studied by the pupils in separate activites, or subject lessons (as part of separate curricula). For a few weeks (during the given 
epoch) many subject hours are dedicated to the theme (for instance, in the framework of project method), and then another project is tackled 
in another epoch. The teaching of epochs is also called subject-clustering in schools. Epochal teaching is used mostly in Waldorf pedagogy. 
(Download: http://www.egriwaldorf.hu/pedagogiai_modszer).
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 • Theme days dealing with nature conservation or farming should not take place exclusively within four walls; 
we must go outdoors with the children. For the age group 4-9 yrs, excursions to the local area provide the basis 
for knowledge of the locality and self-identity, and a sense of communal belonging. Later on, in excursions that 
venture out further, at least one participant should prepare ahead of time to report on Natura 2000 focal points of 
the target area. When organizing a study excursion, the task remains the same.

 • In a forest kindergarten or forest school program lasting several days groups may spend 2-4-6 hours in Natura 
2000 regions close to the locality, and it is mutually beneficial to both parties, if they encounter local farmers. 
For the farmers, such an encounter is a token of appreciation of their labour in preserving values, provided the 
students display frank interest in their work.

 • It is a matter of course that Natura 2000 values appear as part of kindergarten groupwork, after school hours’ 
daycare, all day school and study group hours: whether in the form of classroom decoration handcrafts, in artistic 
creations, in healthy meal plans, lifestyle competencies or connected to maintaining relationships. 

 • On the red letter days of each institution Natura 2000 values may appear in the form of a lecture, activity, field 
program, steeplechase, competition, or an art exhibition.

 • As a form of development of new talent we may aid our students in individual research or specialized preparation.
 • For participating children we can provide experiences close to nature on events and programs organized by civil 
organizations and national parks. Especially suited is the stork (or any other species-oriented) roadshow, the 
international bird watching day, the night of the nightingale. Furthermore, at the weekends study path tours are 
suitable for the age group 13-18.

Tools, methods and activity formats when planning classroom and field activities

The inclusion of Natura 2000 content in environmental education – through the good example provided by green 
kindergartens and eco-schools – will bring new colour in the near future. Each teacher will find an area appropriate 
to visit in the neighbourhood of his/her kindergarten or school, after all, one-fifth of our country is designated as 
Natura 2000 area. The introduction of regional chapters lists areas and destinations most suitable for excursions. It 
is fortunate for both kindergartens and schools if a particular area is visited over many seasons. It is simple to get to 
know Natura 2000 areas if the organizer oversees preparations on multiple but well-coordinated strands.

Resources: knowledge centres, own and loaned packages, methodological materials

Today, Hungary’s best-trained field specialists work in eco-schools, non-governmental nature conservation 
organizations, and in different (NGO, national park) educational centres. Up to mid-2016 the Green Kindergarten 
Regional Resource Centres, or the Eco-School Regional Resource Centres will provide guidance, and also those 
teachers in the region, who had participated in coordinator training programmes (accredited in-service teacher 
training programmes) provided by those centres. Teachers from an institution already possessing the title (Green 
Kindergarten, Eco-school) can participate in coordinator training programmes. Due to present guidance national 
parks, civil organisations, forestries and family entrepreneurs will quickly react to the new opportunity. For this 
reason it is worth following our web pages, or inquire directly about programme offerings.

The programmes and the capacities of Hungary’s ten national parks are getting richer every year. There are even 
more designed environmental destinations and educational centres. Their expert staff offer several programs in each 
month of the year to introduce study paths, protected areas and strictly protected species to those interested. If the 
educational institution demands the programme coordinators of national park directorates can provide information 
about all their programs. Several of these are free of charge. A program or a tour may be requested or ordered for a 
point in time that is suitable for our purposes.

The contact information of organisations in the region (address, e-mail, website) can be found in the materials for 
each region. Natura 2000 species, as well as study paths that programmes may incorporate are detailed in regional 
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methodological materials. The study path include such that are equipped with traditional study path signs, as well as 
so-called “E-study paths” (brochures and workbooks can be downloaded online), and intelligent7 study paths with 
QR codes (where learning aids can be accessed by mobile apps). 

Two non-governmental organizations, BirdLife Hungary, and the National Association of Educational Centres for 
Nature and Environmental Protection developed “Sky-High Classroom” program in cooperation. We should make 
free use of the provided aids for kindergartens8 and school9, as well as the teacher’s guide10.

It is of advantage if instruments and tools need not be loaned (for instance binoculars, species identification book, 
bird protection tools and equipment), because the educational institution is already in their possession due to earlier 
or present financial support. We may loan instruments and tools from the aforementioned institutions, but many 
families also possess them.

Learning packages, aids to playful learning, and presentation materials can be provided by the ‘green committee’ 
of the kindergarten or school, or its nimble-fingered student groups. It is extraordinarily fortunate and greatly 
motivating, if the director launches a call for this purpose. Tool kits, learning aids and methodological materials 
prepared on site are adjusted to local circumstances: to our students, their level of preparation, their financial 
background, their institutional traditions, and of course to their local environment. In our work we may use all earlier 
pedagogical methods, if we fill them with Natura 2000 content, and if we use the methods within the opportunities 
provided by Natura 2000.

Countless environmental educational aids, both free of charge and paying, are available from the government 
agencies and non-governmental organizations dedicated to the cause of education development, or environmental 
education. As their selection changes continuously, we provide six links to aids, tools, downloadable materials 
that can be accessed: www.natura.2000.hu, www.ofi.hu, www.mme.hu, www.mkne.hu; www.zoldovoda.hu, www.
okoiskola.hu.

In the next section we introduce a toolkit that can be prepared (or in some locations purchased ready-made), and 
in the following chapters of our publication we provide examples of activities based on using these materials.

NATURA 2000 TOOLKIT AND ITS USE FOR KINDERGARTENS, SCHOOLS (LOCAL, NGO, 
REGIONAL OR CENTRAL COMPILATION, MADE ON SITE OR PURCHASED READY-MADE)

 • In order to introduce some or many species of community interest living in the region: for each species, the 
characteristics of the species, its sounds, its European importance, habitat, natural and human endangering 
factors, nature conservation measures, relationship to farming. This toolkit can be used as a colouring book in 
kindergarten, as a pupil presentation, as part of a school subject equipment store, in an art exhibition, in foreign 
language work at home, in regional educational work, with parental permission, etc.

 • Preparing costumes or costume parts or finger puppets for a role play involving species characteristic of the region.
 • Nature conservation and management (using habitats, plant and animal species, 5 examples of each) – on posters 
or banners.

 • Introducing Hungarian regions: introduction to species conservation, nature conservation and farming in each 
region (for instance, in the Nagykunság: Montagu’s harrier; Bodrog-valley - corn crake; Gemenc – white-tailed 
eagle; Mohács - black stork; oak forests with silver lime trees - European honey buzzard, Eurasian spoonbill - fish 
ponds).

 • Natura 2000 areas in Hungary: 2x30 slides + maps + optional: methodological supplement.
 • Natura 2000 areas in Hungarian regions: 7x30 slides, map, species, workbook for schoolchildren.

7 These are sometimes called - incorrectly - virtual study paths; however, the study path is very real, only the guiding brochure is virtual.
8 http://www.mme.hu/binary_uploads/5_kornyezeti_neveles/SH_4_10_natura2000_ovodai_modszertan.pdf
9 http://www.mme.hu/binary_uploads/5_kornyezeti_neveles/SH_4_10_natura2000_iskolai_tananyagfejlesztes.pdf
10 http://www.mme.hu/binary_uploads/tanari%20b5%20vegleges.pdf
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 • Introduction of few well-known habitats out of the 46 habitats of community importance in Hungary, with a slide 
show of 30 slides each (e.g. mountain hay meadows; riverine hardwood woodlands; Pannonian loess grasslands; 
Poplar-juniper steppe woodland, mountain beech woodlans). Uses: theme day, study groups, subject lessons, forest 
school, subject camp, and specialized extra classes in secondary schools.

 • The application “Natura 2000 network in Hungary”, which can also be used as module stored on a school-owned 
drive - provides textual and illustrated materials of the most important information, so that students can learn 
- even individually - in information science classes, study groups, or in after-school day-care activities. Take for 
instance this as a computer-based data ordering task: pairing pictures and species names for ten species, ordering 
species to habitats; characteristics to each species; endangering factors; opportunities for protection; opportunities 
for cooperation; traditional farming techniques; and related environmental concepts. Uses: information sciences, 
study group, elective courses, after school hours’ day-care and all-day schools.

 • “Management plan conciliation procedure” game with drama pedagogical role cards: whether outdoors or indoors, 
student groups aged between 14 and 18 can attempt to negotiate an area’s appropriate way of management.11

SUGGESTED FORMS OF FIELD WORK

Single school classes – and also mixed groups of various kinds: mixed age groups, or mixed groups of various 
institutions or several settlements – can make use of the following activities in all sorts of learning situations: forest 
schools, camps, study excursions or class trips, talent development study groups, red-letter institutional day programs, 
theme days, outdoor actions, community service. All organizational forms of outdoor learning can be consciously 
spiced up with Natura 2000 contents, because this will bring local colour into the activities, and it is real, modern, 
and a professional staff that is used to working together can also adapt it easily.

Keep in mind: getting to know an area is a complex process: a balance between humanities and natural sciences, 
intellectual and sensibility-based approaches is the key, and theory and practice must complement each other, if we 
are to achieve positive change in attitude.

Gaining experience: pottering about outdoors, the „scent of the hayfield”, the „peony-tour”, the „ Hungarian 
crocus tour”, the „night of the bats” (with ringing of bats), the night-time estimation of corn crake population based 
on their sound, the ringing of the white stork’s offspring (stork „roadshow”), catching and ringing of birds, checking 
up on nesting boxes in the nesting season, the night of the nightingale – combined with an evening walk, watching 
wildlife at dawn, night sounds on the river- or lakeside, all of these unusual activities affect multiple senses, and for 
this reason they will affect each participant more.

Discover and investigate: for instance the behaviour of the European ground squirrel in the morning, examining 
the owl pellets, a day on the meadow of orchids, observing a brooding bird, the bird traffic at a garden drinking 
fountain, the evening activities of a pair of birds feeding their offspring, the fauna and flora of the fishing pond’s 
various parts (reeds, beach gravel, shallow shores, island, open water), the living community of a tree, the natural 
state of a habitat, the local drinking water’s purity.

Collecting, classifying: this task is best coupled with pottering about outdoors, where we observe and examine 
everything captured by our senses. We collect sounds (mammals, birds, amphibians, insects, the sounds of the 
forests), and then we classify them. We collect fruits, leaves of various shapes and sizes, the shed bark of trees. We 
take a print of the pattern on each tree bark (we take a bark pattern from an oak, hornbeam, planetree, beech and a 

11 Multiple player parlor or “board games” play a prominent role in education, because they develop cooperative learning techniques (and 
abilities). The creativity of teachers in this area is endless; we merely mention a couple (newer) ideas here. In each instance it is crucial that 
the participants learn from one another.
–  Cards for species recognition: a memory game, classification according to a particular characteristic, rating on the basis of endangerment 

or population size etc.
– Pairing of species and concept cards, then group acquisition through word rotation method; pairing of life sign/footprints and species 
– group formation with the aid of Nature 2000 species of community interest cards (e.g. imitating those species’ sounds)
–  tailor-made parlor game to present the life cycle of a particular species (e.g. crane, great bustard); red field represent dangers, green fields 

represent human activities that aid species survival, value-preserving farming techniques.
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maple). We collect the animals seen or perhaps merely their life signs: for instance, we take pictures of the nests we 
recognize (Eurasian harvest mouse, song thrush, blackbird, hazel dormouse), but we may collect scents as well (of 
mushrooms, European pennyroyal, poison hemlock, forest soil, forest strawberries).

Summarizing, presenting: in reality these tasks provide an opportunity to self-check and self-evaluation, and the 
evaluation of the finished work by the other participants of the group. This could be the closing phase of collecting 
items on the field, because identification and classification are indispensable parts of those activities. Of great use are 
summaries on site. 

Mobilizing students regard labour as real work: the frog rescue in the spring, the renovation of the river walls 
for the European bee-eater and European sand martin, taking count of the sparrows in their own street, making a 
map of the locality’s trash.

Creative: making a model bird-friendly garden, or a poster of a bird-friendly garden; exhibition, drama pedagogical 
situation task, works of art (for instance pictures created from leaves outdoors), which are as unlimited as the fantasy 
of the children and the help of adults.

Analytical-resolving: if on site conflicts can unambiguously be identified by children (for instance, in a sand-
quarry the survival of a European bee-eater colony depends solely on the owner: which production dates he chooses), 
we may use role play, situation practice or report to recognize the interests in play and to develop conflict resolution 
competencies.

PEDAGOGICAL METHODS, VARIOUS KINDS OF WORK AND ACTIVITIES

These pedagogical methods must be introduced so that the farmers, conservational activists, parents, that is the 
non-pedagogical partners who also participate in our educational programs may get a clear picture of our methods 
that serve learning purposes.12 It is important to mention that the majority of these methods can be applied fully for 
the instruction and education of pupils, more precisely, for pupils of upper-grade primary and secondary schools. 
Naturally, if one takes into account age-specific characteristics, smaller pupils and younger children may participate 
as well. Real methodological differences will be the theme of the following chapter.

Data collection, population count, natural evidence – in today’s world of widely available rich data resource taking 
count of easily recognizable species by the human, non-specialist population plays an important role in maintaining 
contact and sharing knowledge. Counts or surveys done by non-specialists laymen in the community are used in 
ever more research fields. This method is known as citizen science and is ever better known. This data is accepted 
even by the largest international networks and use them for instance in the measurement of climate change. School 
and other volunteer groups and individuals join the offered activities with enthusiasm.13 The Hungarian Society 
for Ornithology and Nature Conservation is ready to accepts reports of incidence of our common birds from April 
15, then from May 11 for 25 days each on the Our Common Bird Monitoring webpage14 . The data collection for 
easily recognizable species in our country is aided by Vadonleső (Wild Watch)15 and Amphibian-reptile mapping 
webpages16 . The termeszetessegmero.hu interface enables users to investigate the naturalness of a particular habitat.

Group work – this is a type of work that can be applied well in the course of the Nature 2000 program, in which 
groups of 4-5 children cooperate effectively, drawing on their own strength, by dividing work up amongst themselves. 
If the group size is larger some of the kids may not be able to participate in trying to solve a problem. Using group 
work in programs that consist of theoretical and practical problems will practically guarantee the children a sense of 
achievement, and the strengthening joy that stems from this sense. The groups may be formed accidentally, by task 

12 See also Chapter B.
13 For instance www.beagleproject.org (All Internet entries contained in the reference list in Chapter: Natural conservation and fieldwork 
methodological principles were last accessed on 03.01. 2016.)

14 http://madarszamlalok.mme.hu/hu/content/monitoring-programok-bevezeto

15 http://www.vadonleso.hu/

16 http://herpterkep.mme.hu/
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(making a reportage, taking photos, recording films), on the basis of the individual competencies of the students. The 
latter criterion may be used to form a homogeneous or heterogeneous group.

Lecture – a method used frequently. Lectures may be delivered by invited specialists, teachers and students, 
individuals or groups. For adults, the duration of the lecture should be about 20-25 minutes, for primary school pupils 
the suggested duration is about 3-5 minutes; in secondary schools lectures may last up to 15-40 minutes. After the 
lecture we should use different methods to continue the program. Feedback, working through the experience should 
be included. Lectures may be presented with slide shows (powerpoint.ppt, or prezi.com application), or without. 
Lectures require intensive previous individual or teamwork, acquiring knowledge, concentration and planning. 
It ensures efficient knowledge distribution, which influences several signalling systems, and its content may be 
informative, introductory, intended as a starter for debate, introducing a problem, or recounting a past experience. 
We should make sure that for 5 minute presentations no more than four slides, for twenty minute presentations no 
more than sixteen, and for a forty minute presentation no more than 24 slides should be comprised in the slide show. 
It should also be made clear in advance that the slides show the outline of the presentation and serve to illustrate it; it 
should not include the words of the presentation (in other words, students must present freely). Even without a slide 
show the presenter should have an outline (on flashcards, in a notebook, or a piece of paper), and if possible, they 
should illustrate what they say with objects, things that can be touched, or expressive movements. Good presentation 
skills can be learned and practiced; communication competence can be developed very quickly in both children and 
adults.

Exhibition – for instance a photo exhibition entitled “The Green Programs of the Year”, an art exhibition of creative 
works, open-air exhibitions, minute-exhibitions of fallen leaves etc. These can be organized in the framework of a 
project, or as its closing, but it may be the finishing touch on a theme day, a forest school program or other outdoor 
activities (with collected and labelled materials). The creators are normally the students, though in innovative schools 
it happens that teachers or even parents also contribute. Creators should always receive praise, criticisms should only 
be applied, if there, in teenager groups, and even there only amongst each other.

Conflict management situation practice – we always use compromise-seeking and problem-solving personality 
type, and we must avoid the terms winner/loser, or an accommodating personality. When finishing up outdoor 
programmes - combined with a role play - this is an effective method to reinforce the material about ecological 
relationships (mowing the meadows - nesting bird species; herons nesting in the reeds - reed cutting, reed burning in 
the winter, overfishing of the lake; great bustard nests - alfalfa mowing; the blooming of protected plants - mowing 
the meadows). 10-15 minutes of debate starter may be used as preparation, depending on how well prepared the 
debate leader is. As in situational tasks an ability to convince and to argue efficiently, as well as personal traits known 
in the community may influence the outcome of the task, we as organizers should never expect a particular outcome 
from the group. We should be mentally prepared that there are no perfect results! Later on, when they look back on 
the activity, the children would be able to formulate those points which may have been left out, or those scenes which 
were not on target.

Making, placing and taking care of bird protection devices (bird feeders, bird nesting boxes, fountains) – under 14 
years of age primarily with the help of parents – this activity can be realized in all kindergartens and all schools, it 
can be continued by making a colony of nesting boxes and checking those at least twice a year; or with winter bird 
feeding and filling the fountains with water.

Adopt a brook – adopting a stretch of brook or river closest to the institution, then regularly overseeing its condition, 
preserving its natural condition.

Making a reportage or a film – can be recommended over 12 years of age. We may use two person, or small group 
versions of this activity. The content mostly relates to professional matters. It may be recorded sound, or a video 
recording; or a report can be used in a two person version as a role play. We may draw on the mobile devices of the 
students as well, in case the institution permits these. If possible, reportages or films should be published: on the 
web page of the institution, on the community webpage, in printed materials or on the web page, newspaper of the 
locality.

Specialist guide – in some protected areas only guided tours are available, or it may be optional if the adults or 
teachers are not confident about their preparedness. It is very important that the teacher leading the group and the 
specialist guide get to know each other previously, and that they agree on the program’s pedagogical and professional 
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content, that the specialist guide be prepared to speak to the given age group, and that they are both familiar with 
the methods used. In order to be successful, the guide must know the group’s age, level of preparedness, and physical 
condition ahead of time. It is also necessary to prepare the programs with the guide. We should look for or ask for 
another specialist guide, if it is clear that the person recommended is unable to awaken interest in our group or keep 
the attention of our group.

Role play – a popular, successful method. It makes work a great deal easier, if among the pupils there are a few 
who attend acting study groups or drama study groups. We may plan part of or the whole of the program using this 
method.

“Pottering about” on the field, investigating – this is the most common activity, as it is not limited to a particular 
habitat, and the searching-investigating-discovering walk is done with the active participation of each students. 
Normally we don’t start with a clearly outlined goal in mind. Even in city parks we may find owl pellets - underneath 
the wintering trees of long-eared owls -, which we can analyse later on in a subject study group, in our free time at 
home, or even in a subject lesson. On the basis of their remains it is easy to identify prey species, or at least their class. 
Pottering about on the field and targeted investigations both develop the senses, the ability to observe, recognize 
species, and knowledge of the field. It supports self-recognition and discipline.

Winter bird protection work – its use ensures regular work and experience for the students over a period of several 
months, and it gives an opportunity for several groups to participate in the work.

PARTICULAR OPPORTUNITIES FOR EDUCATION AND LEARNING

It is very important that we are not only thinking in terms of kindergarten group or school classes! As intergenerational, 
inner-locality and professional relationships are of key importance in education for sustainability, it is important for 
Green Kindergartens and Eco-Schools to emphasize openness, working with others cooperatively. In day camps 
and in the after-hours day-care, in family programmes, and in performances for the locality we have grown used 
to the fact that students of mixed age groups, various family backgrounds and topic-oriented groups from several 
institutions work together. We must strive to show ever more people how to behave correctly on the field; we must 
introduce nature’s treasures to them, the scents, sounds, shapes and beauties, and also that things that may appear 
“small”, “ugly” or “stinky” have a role to play in nature. Nature does not know the categories of harmful and useful; it 
only knows necessary. All teaching approaches and learning situations listed below should be enriched with Natura 
2000 content.

Red-letter days: on World Wetlands Day we should visit a nearby water habitat. On World Migratory Birds Day 
we should organize a “European bee-eater-tour” or a “Red-footed falcon tour”, on the World Day of Birds and Trees 
we should organize a playful competition on the theme of bird protection. On Environmental Protection Day we 
should collect trash or we should patrol a local protected area. On the World Day of Animals we should organize an 
exhibition using students’s photos of the previous season, or we could visit a terrarium. On World Bird Observation 
Day (on the first weekend of October) a regional ornithological group should receive one of our groups or classes, 
and hold a program for them. 

Field work: In connection with the topics “Bird/Fish/Tree/Butterfly of the Year”. For details see the modules prepared 
in the framework of the Hungarian Institution of Educational Research and Development’s project TÁMOP-3-1-1. 
These include all-day school programs, or modules belonging to eco-school pedagogical programs.17

Study groups: hiker groups, ornithological schools, regional and ethnological studies, geography, Europe and 
biology study groups - due to their thematic focus these groups can easily integrate Natura 2000 materials and its 
fieldwork.

Summer camps: eco-, natural science, ornithological, bird ringing, art, nature photography, hiker, language and 
sport camps.

17 These modules can be searched - on the basis of their characteristics and applicability - and are downloadable from: http://ofi.hu/search/
lesson?f[0]=field_main_type%3A5l47
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Nature conservation or outdoor activities18: with older students, trash collection – on a local protected area; nature 
conservation patrols – on a near-by study path (including recording the problems and taking photographs); bird 
Christmas – placing bird feed on snowy, cold winter days, bird ringing and bird observation; with students older than 
12 years destroying invasive species (milkweeds, bastard indigo bush, fallopia and Spanish slugs).

NATURA 2000 LEARNING SITES

Indeed there are no substitutes for outdoor programs. In the regional guides there is a list of suggested natural 
sites included. It is an important consideration to discover before planning both outdoor and indoor programs, 
which expected opportunity is guaranteed in the neighbourhood of the institution. We should be informed about 
programs offered by other suppliers. The pedagogical staff or the Green Kindergarten or Eco-school task force - in 
the framework of professional training or institutional training - should visit those sites, which may play a role in the 
institution’s program plans.

Expectations with regards to field sites

It is an important consideration when choosing a field site what sort of an impression the receiving basis, i.e. the Natura 
2000 area, or a farm’s site who is working on a Natura 2000 site leaves behind in both students and teachers. What 
kind of hidden message does the site and the people who live there communicate? Do the farming and management 
techniques seen and experienced, as well as the lifestyle, harmonize with what the students had heard or hear? Never 
forget: only the words of authentic people have a formative and educational influence. 

While forest kindergartens and forest schools are professionally accepted, it is not our goal to encourage long trips 
by students, for the costs represent an ever greater challenge. It is important to get to know the treasures of the local 
environment, and to participate in its conservation. Getting to know treasures of built and social environments and 
their conservation are also an important goal of environmental educators.

Expectations:
 • it should provide experience, and an opportunity to develop and experience positive emotions;
 • it should ensure opportunities for children to experience, to take part in activities and to make them act;
 • “the spirit and palpability” of nature conservation should be unambiguous;
 • it is an advantage if the participating specialist is able to communicate with the given age group as their age 
requires, and can transmit his/her knowledge in a playful, joyful and authentic way. Also if in the functioning of 
the building environmental protection and sustainability can be proven (More: Tóthné, 2014).19

POSSIBLE SITES FOR GROUP ROOM AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 

If during indoor activities the content and the work are well-shared by the kindergarten teacher, schoolteacher, head 
teacher, subject teacher and external specialist (ornithologist, botanist), then there is a great chance to succeed with 
students and colleagues alike. The keyword is cooperation and knowledge transfer.

For the majority of institutions primarily the rooms of the institutions can be used due to cost factors. We should 
only organize indoor activities requiring travel if the room’s milieu justifies this, or if the expected professional 

18 Including community service, which secondary school students do during 9-12 grades. (Publisher's note)
19 Csilla Tóthné Timár-Geng (2014): Rejtett tanterv: az iskola munkatársai és a fizikai környezet nevelő hatása. In: R. Könczey,  M. Szabó,  A. 
Varga (ed.): Út az Ökoiskola felé. OFI, Budapest. p. 17.
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content can only be guaranteed there (for instance a natural history collection, habitat dioramas, microscopes, or 
other investigative instruments are available there), or if the in-the-classroom activity is part of the program package 
we had ordered. Indoor activities can be planned as a solution for poor weather conditions. In all these cases an 
indoor activity might be part of a theme day or an excursion as well.

Suggested areas indoors:

 • classrooms of kindergarten, schools and other institutions (if we are not leaving our normal space, then it is 
important to create a milieu or atmosphere of expectation);

 • natural science classrooms of schools (it is a great advantage if they are equipped with learning technology tools);
 • the information science classrooms of schools and institutions (these are indispensable to preparation, to individual 
and small group work, and to the preparation of presentations);

 • libraries of schools and institutions (for the individual preparation of students library materials make up an 
important part);

 • educational centres of national parks, forestries and water management directories, “natura” classrooms (these 
normally offer programs, from which the school may choose);

 • educational centres of non-governmental organisations (some of which are very flexible: besides suggested 
programs they might put together tailor-made programs as well)20

 • regional natural science laboratories;
 • bases and classrooms of forest schools (the professional selection is broad, but a previous agreement needs to be 
reached so that offerings and expectations harmonize);

 • rooms and exhibitions relating to nature conservation set up by professional non-governmental organizations;21

 • “natura” and natural science rooms of county and town museums.

NATURA 2000 EDUCATIONAL GAME COLLECTION FOR EACH AGE GROUP

Program plans and activity descriptions connected to Natura 2000 are detailed in Section C of the present publication. 
Below is a list of selected ideas that can be used generally and are helpful in integrating the theme into the curriculum 
in multiple ways. A more detailed description of the games can be found in the indicated source, the majority of 
which is part of the present handbook series. The original source of several games (e.g. colour palette, framing game) 
that have become widely used in Hungary is: Van Matre, S. & Johnson, B. (1988): Earthkeepers: Four keys for helping 
young people live in harmony with the earth. Greenville, WV: The Institute for Earth Education.

Fishbanks easy

The goal of this simulation game is getting to know long-term management and ecological limitations. The game can 
be played in a group room, classroom, camp or in outdoors. Group size: 8 and more, divided into groups of 4, plus a 
game leader, optionally: helpers. Duration: 25-30 minutes. Tools: sheets of paper, plates and strings about 40 cm long 
to symbolize the lake (precise count varies according to the number of groups), a bag of dried beans, pasta or pebbles 
to symbolize fish, paper and pencils/pens for each group. No preparation necessary. Players: groups of at least four 
members are formed (they should each have equal number of players), who represent a village. The villages choose 

20 On the website of KOKOSZ (kokosz.hu) we can find such sites, but there may be several other opportunities.
21 For instance, the societies included in Green Kindergarten and Eco-School Regional Resource Centre Network (http://ofi.hu/node/179636)
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a name and they put a lake in front of themselves. In addition to the game leader a couple helpers may be necessary, 
particularly, if many villages have formed. Anyone who can count to twenty can be a helper.

The course of the game: the beans, pasta or pebbles represent the fish that live in the fishing pond of the fisher 
village. The population lives off fish. Goal is to survive. The game leader (and their helpers) “let into each fishing 
pond” four times as many fish as there are members in the group.

1st step: in each pond there live 16 fish. Each group member should catch at least one fish, or they starve to death 
or emigrates. Everyone should get a turn to fish!

2nd step: the fish that remain in the pond reproduce, thus the population receives half the number of the fish in the 
pond (the game leader and their helpers ensure population growth). Make note of the size of the population! Fishing 
restarts. Repeat steps 1-2 for about 10–15 minutes.

Let’s discuss: Did all villages survive? Why?
Explanation, evaluation: at the end of the game we should discuss, that each site and each habitat can only sustain 

a certain number of living beings, and each living being needs time and space to reproduce. Human communities 
can only live for a long time in any given place, if the local resources are used wisely (for secondary school classes: 
within their renewal rate). The game is useful for the understanding of farming and management on Natura 2000 
areas. (Source: UNESCO: Education for Sustainable Development SOURCEBOOK, 2012)

Lucky dip

The goal of the game is building sensitivity, forming acceptance. We collect a couple of natural treasures, animal 
and plant figures, perhaps locomotives and tractors in a cloth sack, or we only put “gifts of the forest” into it. Figures 
of other parlour games may be used, but we can ask the children to share their own treasures as well. The game is 
recommended to all age groups from the age of 3 upwards, including adults – naturally, the content of the sacks vary. 
Task – whether in a classroom, on the road, or after arrival on a field site – recognizing an object only by touching, 
within the sack. It is important to use natural materials and that the items in each sack should relate to our current 
pedagogical goals.

Barefoot in the forest

The goal of the game: building sensitivity, forming acceptance22 for forest kindergarten, forest school field work. 
Group size: 10–30. Duration: 25–30 minutes. Tools: a cloth or a piece of clothing which can be used as a blindfold.. 
Preparation: the game should take place in a forested area or meadow, selected in advance. The path to be walked 
should be about 45–50 m long. If possible, arrive at the point of departure. The course of the game: members of the 
group take off their shoes and socks. They line up, and they place their hands on the shoulder of the person in front 
of them. The leader should stand first in the line, barefoot. They should teach the rules of going barefoot: we lift our 
feet to knee-height (like storks) and place them carefully on the ground, so that in case something stings, we can lift 
it again immediately, and place it on the ground elsewhere. We should never drag our feet! The group then carefully 
proceeds on the “field table”. The leader of the group should ask the members to try and feel with their soles what 
sort of materials they are walking on, without looking down. Some materials are pleasant to touch and will stroke our 
soles, others may be a bit harder, and may seem unpleasant at first. Recommended materials: fallen leaves, forest soil, 
a heap of small branches, pine branches, hay, little pebbles, pine cones, moss, tree bark. In the course of a 5-10 minute 
walk the student will experience what forests and fields feel like. The leader of the group should pay careful attention 

22 Many games aiming to build sensibility and provide useful occupation for forest kindergarten and forest school programs are collected in 
the "Classroom that Reaches Into the Sky" project's 170 page long downloadable guidebooks, which many will find useful: http://www.mme. 
hu/binary_uploads/5_kornyezeti_neveles/SH_4_10_natura2000_ovodai_modszertan.pdf and http://www.mme.hu/binary_uploads/5_
kornyezeti_neveles/SH_4_10_natura2000_iskolai_tananyagfejlesztes.pdf
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that the line only proceeds on safe grounds. This task requires silence and attention. (Source: Péter Polák (2015): 
Tevékenységek az Észak-magyarországi régióban a Natura 2000 megismeréséért. In: Natúrázzunk! – NATURA 2000 
kézikönyv pedagógusoknak, OFI, Budapest.)

The game may be followed up by an activity entitled “At home in the forest”, for which downloadable materials can be 
found on the website of the Hungarian Society for Environmental Education, under the menus “az élet szigete (The Island 
of Life)” and “természetességmérő (Naturalness Measure)” (http://mkne.hu/otthonazerdoben/?menu=tanulmanyok).

Simulation and role play

The goal: introducing and getting to know a Natura 2000 site in the region, for 12 year olds and older: understanding 
the conflicts that influence the area. Work form: team work. Methods: independent learning, report, lecture, 
discussion, presentation, role play. Tools, instruments: titled cards about traditional farming practices (for instance, 
pasturing Racka sheep on a European ground squirrel field and traditional mowing; the activities of beekeepers, 
arable land users and those working in a sand quarry in an European bee-eater habitat), pieces of colourful cloth of 
proportional size to represent habitats. In the course of the groups’ recounting of their experiences the instruments 
should be placed on their proper place on the map (map of the protected site should be about 2x2m, and indicate 
dirt roads, borders, arable lands, dry grasslands, and European ground squirrel habitats etc.). Opportunities for 
application: lessons, project preparation, forest school, theme day, study groups, camps and subject camps.

Mussel-catcher

Goal of the game: recognizing the effects of contaminants that get into natural ecosystem due to human activity. 
Making visible the relationship network that is formed by the members of each habitat. Recognizing that the 
environment is capable of self-cleansing. This process is often disturbed by human activity: emitted pollutants upset 
the balance of nature and endanger the species of the ecosystem. Tools: backpacks, ribbons - to delimit the playing 
field. The course of the activity: We select 3-4 children, they will have the role of “contaminant”, and they will be 
catchers. If possible, they should wear some distinguishing sign: a ribbon, light-reflecting vests, or baseball caps. 
All others will be mussels. Rules: mussels may run away from contamination. If however a contamination touches 
a mussel, then the mussel must crouch down, but two mussels may resurrect their contaminated companion: while 
holding hands over their crouching mate the healthy mussels must, yell “filter” three times and swing their clasped 
hands back and forth. Then the crouching mussel resurrects, and can continue running around in the lake. In the 
course of the first game, the game master lets in contaminations into the lake in 30 second intervals. The game 
lasts until contaminants are out of breath (normally about 5-10 minutes). (Source: Péter Polák (2016): A Natura 
2000 megismerését segítő tevékenységek. In: Natúrázzunk! – NATURA 2000 kézikönyv pedagógusoknak, Észak-
Magyarország régió., OFI, Budapest.)

Happiness-sadness mapping

This mapping ‘discovery’ game is based on the methodology used in Hungary’s environmental happiness and 
sadness mapping project in which numerous schools participated in 1995. Its goal was: getting to know local, 
familiar scenery and its values, the factors that endanger these values in an experience-oriented, active way, as well 
as mapping and documenting their condition. This method originates from the mapping of environmental values 
and risks. Today it belongs to the basic toolkit of environmental educators not only in our country, but abroad as 
well. Professional trainings for teachers with environmental content, but also university courses in architecture now 
integrate happiness-sadness maps for basic training purposes. Such maps are an important identity formation and 
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strengthening tool from kindergarten age onwards for many kinds of communities. Group size: unlimited, the field 
tasks are best done in pairs or larger groups (2-5 members per group, if possible, with children or pupils of mixed 
abilities). Time required: depending on the size of the area to be toured, about 2-6 hours. Tools: for each group 
the map of the area to be toured (the area size may vary from a couple of square meters to an entire county), in a 
writable-drawable format, pens and pencils, perhaps cameras and smartphones, GPS (may be left out). Preparation: 
Natura 2000 observation criteria should be previously agreed upon by the participants (for instance, the presence 
of natural treasures, the absence of expected natural treasures, signs of environmentally friendly farming, factors 
inducing treasure loss); and notifying those living and working in the area to be toured about the children’s task, 
acquiring permission if necessary. The course of the game: we ask that the pairs or the groups walk the territory, and 
take note of both beautiful (), and saddening () sites – in the manner they choose – on their maps, and that they 
prepare an introduction to these sites. In the case of kindergarteners observations take the form of drawing, in the 
case of older kids it’s usually photos or films made with mobile devices, or other short works. Evaluation, further 
work: after mapping (directly following mapping, or a few days later) all groups should present what they found 
beautiful and what they judged to be sad in the area. The maps may be presented to other classes, to parents or to 
the public. Naturally, this method may be used in addition to preserving Natura 2000 values and the tasks related to 
this conservation for many other different kinds of value conservation, including values in inhabited areas. (Sources: 
Judit Vásárhelyi (szerk., 1996): Magyarország Öröm és Bánat térképe. Természetbúvár Alapítvány Kiadó, Budapest; 
Réka Könczey (2014): Közösségi kutatás – a fenntarthatóság tanulásának egyik eszköze. In: Új Köznevelés, 70/10. p. 
38–40 (http://folyoiratok.ofi.hu/uj-kozneveles/ kozossegi-kutatas).

Building habitat and species knowledge with playing cards 

Goal: grouping species cards according to habitat, naming and introducing species of community interest, explaining 
the thoughts and reasons why a particular grouping over others was chosen. Work form: team work. Methods: 
independent learning, discussion, debate. Tools: three habitats, pictures of nine species (six protected species, three 
species of community interest), the characteristics of the species, pictures of bird protection equipment, traditional 
farming practices, protective measures (for instance, protective zones, protected river walls, restricted area), bird 
protection activities, animal protection activities and cooperation methods). Opportunities for application: forest 
school, theme day, study group, projects, subject camps.

Browsing (rain day) – poster on bird-friendly farming practices

BirdLife Hungary has prepared a poster for best farming practices for grasslands, forests, fishing ponds and arable 
lands, which is worth putting in front of children in A2 or A1 size. This game is suitable for students aged 9-14, group 
size: 4-8 pupils/poster. We may ask questions, or we may let the students discover details that are of interest to them. 
The poster is available as a single download or separately for each habitat: www.mme.hu/letoltheto_anyagok, see 
http://www.mme.hu/sites/default/files/binary_uploads/madarbarat_gazdalkodas.pdf. When interpreting the poster, 
we should make use of the adjectives bird-friendly, flower-friendly, and butterfly-friendly! In Natura 2000 and nature 
conservation activities the projected poster could be used since it summarizes the nature-friendly agrarian methods 
in a playful way. These methods support the preservation and recovery of biological diversity of these grasslands by 
maintaining it.
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Busy as beavers - tactical and other parlour games

A full set of game rules as well as game cards can be found within the framework of the “Sky High Classroom” (Égig 
érő tanterem) project, and within this on the CD-ROM entitled “Let’s play with “Natura-Spider”, who may help” 
(Játssz a „Naturpókkal”, aki segíthet) , (which can be downloaded on the KOKOSZ website www.kokosz.hu), and of 
course we can make our own copy. The task of the beaver players: to secure themselves a habitat as large as possible.. 
In this they can be helped or hindered by action cards. We recommend this game to those schools that are situated 
near beaver habitats, because the students will very quickly remember the appropriate behaviour and management 
techniques for beaver habitats. From the same CD-ROM we also recommend a parlour game with dice entitled Crane 
migration (Daruvonuló), if – next to the usual equipment available in kindergartens and schools – we also have 63 
grains of corn. As a jumping-stepping game we recommend the rules of the game called I have become a bird (Madár 
lettem).

Protected and Natura 2000 species nearby

The goal of the activity: the students should get to know the protected species, or species of community interest, 
living in their area (European pond turtle, stag beetles, white storks, red-backed shrike and European otter) in the 
framework of two lessons. Naturally, other species might be included as well, or we may choose one single species as 
the focal point of the activity. It is important that in the future students shall get a chance to get to know these species 
during an outdoor program. Preparatory task: the students make a little research individually on species’s habitat 
requirements, feeding habits, their occurrence and factors that limit or boost their reproduction. They should rate the 
endangering factors. They should find examples for food chain connections and traditional farming practices that 
foster conservation, and their interdependence. Outcome: map of species occurrence, drawings (habitats and species), 
collection of illustrations and of examples, food chains with species local to the area, collection of endangering 
factors and protective measures, examples about protective measures and nature friendly farming practices , all to 
be put on the blackboard or a screen. Concepts and contents students meet during activities: Natura 2000 species, 
competing species, winter sleep, prey, food specialist, burrow, perched bird, owl pellet, territory, hunting grounds.

Natura 2000 in our home - a year-long project

The goal of the project: the children visit a local, or at least near-by farm and pasture. In the course of their 
investigations they shall experience the circle of nature, the changes of the seasons to which humans adapted in their 
farming practices: in summer they use pastures to graze livestock, in  winter the livestock grazes close to the place 
of living. Outcome: by the end of the school year, or for next autumn we shall prepare an exhibition of collected 
photographs and drawings, and discuss the pictures of the exhibition with the children. We shall invite another class 
(for instance the class below our group) and present our Natura 2000 area to them. We can line up the children in 
pairs: the hosts should show the guest around the exhibition. Naturally, the teachers also pair up and show how to 
introduce themselves, and then they show the exhibition to the colleague: the students mimic their actions. (Source: 
Gabriella Bona (2016): A Natura 2000 megismerését segítő tevékenységek. In: Natúrázzunk! – NATURA 2000 
kézikönyv ökoiskola pedagógusoknak, Dél-Alföld régió, OFI, Budapest.)

„See the world through someone else’s eyes”

The goal of the game is that we put ourselves in the shoes of a chosen artist (poet, painter, writer; we should always 
choose a new person). Then, we look for and compose/paint/create the picture of Natura 2000 habitat nearest to our 
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locality, as an ecologically uniform landscape (development of self-expression and speaking ability). Field work for 
8-10 years old children. Time frame: 4-5 hours (for instance on theme days), in any season. Tools: vary, for instance 
a picture frame made of A/4 drawing sheets cut into pieces or torn, fragments of poems on the edge of the frame for 
each students, 1 basket or box, drawing tools, sheets of paper. Preparation: on the previous day we provide copies the 
chosen artist’s work (poem, selection, photo of an artwork, recording etc.). Examples: István Stern: The field; Miklós 
Vidor: Blue fields before springtime; Erika Botos: Little stag beetle (tale); Éva Petrőczi: The song of the brook; Zoltán 
Zelk: The little brook etc. Each pair or group receives a prepared frame.

Course of the game: the groups or pairs glue the work - if in a fragmented fashion - to their frame, or they set the 
music to play. Look for the ‘spot” on the field23, where the poet may have written his work! If you find it, hold the frame 
in front of yourself, and show the picture to your partner. Try many points of view. Finally decide on the picture that 
you both like best! The groups should stay within eye shot, and should take a look at each other’s “points of views”, 
at least of one other group. Next exercise: Let us sit down in the grass, and out of the beautiful words (from the poem 
fragments) compose a poem yourselves (or using fragments of a painting, compose a painting yourselves etc.)! We listen 
to each other’s poems! We can prepare a booklet from the group’s pictures. The notebook and the shared presentation 
of experience serve as basis for evaluation.

„Our tree” – in autumn

The goal of playful creativity: the children should get to know some elements of the forest’s life, the fruits of trees 
and shrubs. They should be able to tell the most important shrub and tree species by its bark, leaves, and fruits. The 
game’s process: its duration is about two hours, and it should take place in a near-by forest. The children (divided 
into 3-5 member groups) should choose a tree, and then characterize it with the help of the data sheet. In the second 
hour - with the guidance of the teacher - the groups should present their trees and their prepared posters (if they 
made one). In the autumn the tree’s fruits should be grouped according to categories appropriate to the age group, 
for instance, whether the fruit appropriate for human or animal consumption. (Source: Péter Polák (2016): A Natura 
2000 megismerését segítő tevékenységek. In: Natúrázzunk! – NATURA 2000 kézikönyv pedagógusoknak, Észak-
Magyarország régió., OFI, Budapest.)

Hammering

The goal of the activity is to make an artificial den or an artificial nesting box, or place one for Natura 2000 bird 
species (red-breasted flycatcher, European roller, and red-footed falcon), and safe use of instruments. The stability of 
the species’ population is threatened by the elimination of crow colonies in case of the  red-footed falcon, and by the 
fast reduction in available natural dens in case of the other two species. The red-footed falcon and the European roller 
are characteristic species of the Danube-Tisza interfluve. Red-breasted flycatcher, however, nests in the undergrowth 
of beech tree forests. Classroom and outdoor program for the age groups 10-14 years old in two hours, preferably at 
the end of winter. Preparation: the pupils introduce Natura 2000 species that live in the region – in as many groups as 
there are species – with group work preparation - to one another (habitat, feeding habits, reproduction). Each group 
should include a person, who collects the reasons why artificial nesting boxes must be placed; and another student, 
who prepares a list of necessary instruments. After this the groups (with adult help) acquire the ready-made elements. 
Task: putting together the artificial nesting boxes. If possible, place the nesting boxes with the help of the pupils (a 
previous agreement with the national park or the area manager may be necessary).

23 Pottering about on the field: we take a look at everything that happens to be in front of us, until we discover the content of the poem (brook, 
field, stag beetle, sage, flying birds, etc.) 
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The palette of biological diversity

The goal of the hoop game: pupils investigate and discover the biological diversity of differently diversely managed 
habitats in various conditions (natural, degraded and disturbed). Children form “young natural scientist” groups 
consisting of a few members, and each of them receive a hoop used in physical education classes. Standing on a 
study path they should throw the hoop randomly into non-forested areas. They should investigate the habitat of the 
thus delimited area. Depending on the age and knowledge of the pupils, this should always lead to very detailed, 
and very varied result, which should be directed by the following questions: How many colours do you see in the 
hoop? (kindergarteners), How many different plants do you see, and how many can you find of each? (primary school 
kids), Determine the species, and estimate the values of abundance and dominance! (upper grade primary school kids 
preparing for competition). Kindergarteners may compose a colour palette: using and empty sheet of paper, with 
two-sided tape, or just using water colours (by mixing colours) they can collect all the colours present in the hoop. 
The older pupils should make notes in their notebooks. At the end of the activity (whether this is an independent 
lesson, or in the classroom) we should summarize the counted values for each type of habitat, and analyse what we 
have found. The game’s well-known version among environmental educator for 4-8 years old children should collect 
on a palette (made of cardboard) as many shades of green (leaves of grass, tree leaves) as possible. For the game we 
need two-sided tape pieces and a piece of cardboard (in its original form it is shaped like a palette). Not only the 
diversity of colours, but also the diversity of leaf shapes can be made an observation task. Variations on the theme 
are endless.

Farmstead visit

The goal of a visit to a farmstead practicing environmentally friendly management and farming techniques situated 
on a Natura 2000 area is to observe the animals living on the farmstead (their behaviour and feeding habits), and 
to make children aware of the value of pastures, grasslands. Ages: 5-9 years. Time frame: 2-3 hours; in any season. 
Instruments, tools (none of them are necessary): collecting tools and containers/boxes, cameras, animal skins, 
smaller antlers, horns. Task: the children observe animal behaviour individually or in small groups. They should 
not be afraid of the animals, they should stroke them if possible. They collect traces, treasures (the boxes may be 
filled with feathers, horsehair, eggs, leaves of fruit trees, horseshoes). In the framework of a dramatized action – for 
instance with the aid of animal skins collected on sites, or just using pantomime and sounds – one group presents the 
characteristics of a species, its characteristic movements. The task of the others is to recognize the species in question.

Eco-BINGO

This game can be used as an ice-breaker, a way of getting to know each other, or as finishing activity at the end 
of an activity. The questionnaire should be prepared according to our own imagination and own needs! As many 
questions are needed as the number of participants. The statements should connect to our pedagogical goals, and 
should include a few interesting and funny ones. There should be no unrealistic claim included - the claims should 
be true for at least one person, who may be the group leader.

The process: each child receives a questionnaire. The questions should be posed to one another in such a way, that 
each question is answered by a new person. If the question was affirmed, and the answerer knows the solution, then 
the name of the answerer should be written in the box. If a player finds a person for each cell and each claim, they 
should exclaim: BINGO! Whoever is done first (each claim is paired with a person, and each person can be paired 
with only one claim), is the winner. (Source: Keress valakit, aki…(Look for someone, who...) in: Ágnes Halácsy (ed.) 
(2015): Képzői kézikönyv – Felkészítő képzés Zöld óvoda/Ökoiskola koordinátorok részére. OFI, Budapest.
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At home I recycle  
this and that.

I cycle rather often. I like living in ...  
<name of city or region>.

I play some instrument  
or I can sing.

At home, I cook, too. I watch too much TV. I have favourite  
living being at home  

(a pet or a plant).

I know a local farmer personally 
(someone who produces food for 

others).

I like listening to
the sound of the forest.

At home I have  
a plush toy.

I know where I can show 
you a logo such as this:

I can list three  
Natura 2000 species.

I am not afraid  
in the dark.

I have been on  
television, radio
or in the paper.

My room is a bit messy. I prefer green salad  
to cooked vegetables.


